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ABSTRACT  

   

The evolution of technology, including the proliferation of the Internet of 

Things (IoT), advanced sensors, intelligent systems, and more, has paved the way 

for the establishment of smart homes. These homes bring a new era of automation 

with interconnected devices, offering increased services. However, they also 

introduce data security and device management challenges. Current smart home 

technologies are susceptible to security violations, leaving users vulnerable to data 

compromise, privacy invasions, and physical risks. These systems often fall short in 

implementing stringent data security safeguards, and the user control process is 

complex.  

In this thesis, an approach is presented to improve smart home security by 

integrating private blockchain technology with situational awareness access control. 

Using blockchain technology ensures transparency and immutability in data 

transactions. Transparency from the blockchain enables meticulous tracking of data 

access, modifications, and policy changes. The immutability of blockchain is utilized 

to strengthen the integrity of data, deterring, and preventing unauthorized 

alterations. While the designed solution leverages these specific blockchain features, 

it consciously does not employ blockchain's decentralization due to the limited 

computational resources of IoT devices and the focused requirement for centralized 

management within a smart home context. Additionally, situational awareness 

facilitates the dynamic adaptation of access policies.  

The strategies in this thesis excel beyond existing solutions, providing fine-

grained access control, reliable transaction data storage, data ownership, audibility, 

transparency, access policy, and immutability. This approach is thoroughly evaluated 

against existing smart home security improvement solutions. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Smart homes have evolved due to the convergence of various technologies, 

including IoT devices, advanced sensors, data analytics, etc. Such homes utilize a 

network of interconnected devices to offer tailored services, drawing on the rich data 

these devices gather [1]. To enable specific features, users often input personal 

details like names, addresses, and contact information. These devices can monitor 

and document user habits and preferences [2]. Simultaneously, integrated sensors 

capture a combination of audio-visual content and environmental metrics [3][4]. As 

the number of integrated devices in the smart home ecosystem increases, so does 

the volume of data, heightening the risk of potential misuse. 

In the absence of stringent regulations and transparent practices, 

corporations might capitalize on selling this data to external entities, potentially 

resulting in unsolicited advertising [5]. Because a considerable amount of data is 

stored in a database system it becomes a target for attackers. A data breach could 

potentially expose a large amount of information, creating a possible risk [6]. But it 

does not end there - unauthorized access to devices could lead to the extraction of 

sensitive data [7][8][9]. And attackers do not just take data - they go even further. 

They could interfere with the operation of devices, which might allow them access to 

residences. When significant amounts of data from devices are exposed to those that 

contain information like smart hubs, security cameras, or smart locks it becomes 

possible to create profiles of residents. This poses risks to individuals and their 

privacy. Moreover, when multiple occupants share a dwelling, managing device 

access permissions for homeowners, residents, service providers and guests 

becomes a complex task. Since most data is stored in a centralized database system, 
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it becomes a magnet for potential cyberattacks, this urges the need for improvement 

in smart home security. 

The methods currently employed for remote access to smart home devices 

often rely on authentication methods that lack robust security and there is a need for 

greater control over data ownership and access permissions, as well as increased 

transparency in record maintenance. Some alternative strategies maintain records of 

data access, modifications, and policy changes in a single database, but this can 

increase vulnerability. Attackers could potentially access this database and alter 

records without the knowledge of users [10]. Therefore, securely storing access 

records, data modifications, and policy changes for all devices in a smart home 

environment is essential. It not only improves the quality of services provided but 

also becomes a valuable resource for handling security incidents effectively. An 

approach to improving smart home security should securely authenticate users, 

provide fine-grained access control and data ownership, and maintain records for all 

interactions with a mixture of IoT devices and policy changes. Blockchain offers a 

valuable solution to these challenges in smart homes by providing transparency for 

data transactions, immutability for data content, timestamps, nonce values for proof 

of work, and storage of hash values in a Merkle tree root structure. However, 

traditional blockchain models, which are typically decentralized and require 

significant computational resources to achieve consensus, are not ideally suited for 

smart homes. These models do not inherently support the fine-grained access 

control necessary for smart environments and are too resource-intensive for the 

typically less powerful IoT devices.  

In this thesis, a focused application of blockchain is proposed to improve 

smart home security, utilizing only those attributes that contribute to transaction 

transparency and data integrity, while omitting the decentralized consensus aspect 
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of the technology. By integrating smart contracts with situation-aware access control 

(S-AC), the approach provides automated transaction processing and role-specific 

access management, adapting to the unique requirements of smart homes. 

Blockchain technology is utilized in this framework to record interactions between 

users and devices, with each interaction captured as an individual block. This 

selective use of blockchain preserves the chain's resistance to unauthorized 

modifications, and when combined with cryptographic techniques—encrypting data 

with public keys for storage and decrypting with private keys for access—it greatly 

improves the overall security of data within the smart home ecosystem.  

The contribution of this thesis is summarized as follows: 

1. First, this thesis delves into the foundational principles of blockchain, smart 

contracts, and smart homes. 

2. It performs a systematic review of the challenges associated with smart 

homes, blockchain, and existing solutions to solve them and the drawbacks. 

3. Presents an approach that combines a lightweight private blockchain with 

situational awareness to provide fine-grained access control to smart home 

systems. 

4. Employs a smart contract stored on the lightweight private blockchain to 

monitor all users, manage device interactions, and adjust access policies 

through a situational awareness access control scheme. All successful user 

requests are encrypted using public keys and then recorded on the blockchain 

to improve security for smart home users. 

5. Finally, analyze the main results and compare them with existing smart home 

solutions. 

The surge in smart home adoption brings unparalleled convenience, but it 

also introduces unique security challenges. As these interconnected systems become 
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commonplace, the threat of unauthorized access could lead to privacy breaches or 

even personal harm. While smart homes offer varied functionalities, from security 

cameras to smart refrigerators, each device requires specific access permissions, 

which may change depending on the user and situation. This study is motivated by 

the need to address these concerns. The objective is to develop a robust framework 

that not only counters external threats but also intelligently manages device 

permissions based on situational factors. By ensuring a safe and user-friendly smart 

home experience. 

To provide an overview this article is organized as follows; In chapter two, the 

background information on home environments and insights into blockchain 

technology are discussed. The third chapter focuses on existing research conducted 

in the field of smart homes addressing solutions for managing security. Moving 

forward, the fourth chapter explains the architecture of the approach, while chapter 

five delves into the details of the approach. As for chapter six, the innovations 

brought about by the research and their benefits specifically within smart home 

settings. To illustrate this approach further, an example is presented in chapter 

seven. Chapter eight evaluates the features and analysis. The summary of the 

research results and prospective areas for further investigation are offered in chapter 

nine. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND 

Introduced in 2008 by Satoshi Nakamoto [11], blockchain is a technology that 

comprises chained blocks in a distributed ledger. This platform eliminates the need 

for a third party when performing transactions. Transactions are securely stored in 

the blockchain as individual blocks. Each block contains transaction data, a hash 

value linked to the previous block, a timestamp marking the transaction time, a 

Merkle tree ensuring data integrity [12], and a nonce value for proof of work. See 

Figure 1 for an illustration. 

Figure 1: Structure of Blockchain [13] 

Blockchain networks can be differentiated based on their permission model, 

which dictates who has the authority to add new blocks. In permissionless(or public) 

blockchains, anyone can contribute a new block, exemplified by platforms like 

Bitcoin. Conversely, permissioned(or private) blockchains restrict block publishing to 

selected users or entities. Public blockchains are entirely open, allowing anyone to 

join, publish blocks, and participate without seeking approvals[12]. However, the 

openness of these networks means they're susceptible to potential malicious actors 

trying to disrupt the system. To combat this, consensus mechanisms like Proof-of-
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Work (PoW) [12] or Proof-of-Stake (PoS) [15] are employed. On the other hand, 

private blockchains are similar to public blockchain but they are tailored for specific 

groups, organizations, or individuals. Here, only vetted and authorized users have 

the privilege to add blocks. Furthermore, read access can be limited to a select 

group. Given that all participants in a private blockchain are known and trusted, 

there is reduced need for resource-intensive consensus mechanisms. If any user acts 

against the network's interests, their permissions can be swiftly withdrawn. 

Expanding upon the groundwork of technology smart contracts were 

developed to simplify, validate, and enforce contract negotiations and executions. 

Nick Szabo introduced them as a transaction protocol intended to function as a 

contract, within the marketplace [16]. The core concept of a smart contract is based 

on logical conditions. If condition one is met, then it will execute a process defined 

by the condition, if not, then it goes to the next condition and this process keeps 

going until it meets one. As for blockchain networks, smart contracts can help verify 

transactions by re-computing the previous hash values and comparing them with the 

existing ones [12]. 

The idea behind a home is to create a comfortable and convenient living 

environment [17]. Within this home setup, there are hybrid devices that generate 

data, such as personal information, behavioral patterns, and location details. This 

data, from each device can be uploaded to the home system. Shared with third-party 

service providers. This enables them to provide services based on the data gathered 

[18][19][20]. When data is not well protected, it can become susceptible to 

unauthorized access, breaches, and even disruptions from minor system issues, 

potentially leading to violations of privacy or exploitation of confidential data. The 

significance of smart home security goes beyond merely defending against physical 

break-ins; it extends to the protection of digital information. Regular updates of the 
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latest security patches are essential for the smart home system to defend against 

evolving cyber threats. Devices that gather health-related details, like heart rate or 

sleep patterns, could, in the event of a breach, expose vast amounts of personal 

data. 

Smart homes offer many advantages, from tracking vital signs to learning 

exercise habits. For instance, if the system identifies poor sleep patterns, an analysis 

report is promptly sent to the health service provider, facilitating timely consultations 

and interventions. These devices have the innate ability to adapt based on the user's 

behaviors, providing dedicated experiences. However, this personalization means the 

data stored becomes increasingly granular and personal. Such detailed profiles, if 

accessed by malicious users, could reveal deeply personal aspects of an individual's 

life and routines. To ensure safety of a smart home, continuous monitoring and 

timely system improvements are necessary. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CURRENT STATE OF THE ART 

3.1 Traditional Challenges 

 A variety of smart devices, some of which are supplied by third parties, are 

interacted with by the smart home system. These technologies enable authorized 

users to remotely access and manage these smart devices. At present, the majority 

of these systems utilize a straightforward authentication method involving a login 

process with usernames and passwords. This is then supplemented by the use of 

cookies for any subsequent user actions. While this approach is relatively user-

friendly for the average smart home user, it is not as secure as signature-based 

authentication. The persistent use of weak or default passwords [21] remains an 

ongoing issue. A compromised authentication server poses a significant risk as it 

may expose user login credentials since it stores all such information. The risk is 

further amplified by the common practice of password reuse, making it easier for 

attackers to guess authorized usernames and passwords and potentially endangering 

users with multiple accounts [22]. 

Multi-factor authentication offers a potential solution to these vulnerabilities, 

but its usage is not widespread. As of 2023, less than 10% of Google accounts use 

two-factor authentication, which when activated, reportedly reduces Google account 

hacks by 50% [23]. However, using a cell phone for multi-factor authentication 

poses its own problem: if a user loses their phone, they might temporarily lose 

access to their smart home devices and could potentially be locked out of their 

house. Furthermore, current authentication systems mostly operate on a binary 

access model predicated on usernames and passwords. Users are thus either granted 

full control over home devices or denied access entirely. Such a model fails to offer a 

nuanced control mechanism allowing for differential access levels to distinct devices 
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based on user-specific needs. Smart home environments often necessitate varying 

degrees of access control for individual users and IoT devices. Unfortunately, current 

methods do not address this requirement effectively and do not maintain user 

activity logs, a significant facet of data security management [24]. 

Signature-based authentication offers a higher level of security compared to 

username and password-based authentication due to the use of lengthy, randomly 

generated cryptographic keys. These keys are challenging to guess or forge. 

Nonetheless, not all signature-based schemes are applicable to smart homes due to 

the high computational costs associated with anonymous signatures [25][26]. 

Moreover, this authentication method does not inherently offer robust access control 

management across different users and devices. 

3.2 Lightweight Blockchain 

Blockchain technology has the potential to offer secure data ownership and 

immutable records, making it appealing for applications in smart home security 

systems. One of the significant challenges associated with blockchain is the 

computing and time complexity that results from the mining processes necessary to 

reach a consensus among network nodes [12]. This considerable energy requirement 

can be a deterrent, making blockchain-based smart home security systems 

unsuitable for some environments. A lightweight blockchain solution is introduced for 

integrating IoT devices. This solution emphasizes energy-saving design, efficient use 

of limited resources, and improved security. It also aims to reduce processing and 

networking overhead for IoT [27], utilize less computing power [28], decrease block 

validation time [29], and minimize blockchain size specifically for IoT applications 

[30]. A study identified as [25] presents a case in point, where the researchers 

propose authentication protocols and develop a new approach to mutual 

authentication systems tailored for smart home environments. The security of the 
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smart home network is improved by this mutual authentication method, which 

enables devices to confirm each other's identities. The strategy is usefulness in real-

world applications is, however, constrained by high administrative expenses and 

significant transaction costs. On the other hand, a different study, denoted as [26], 

presents an approach that focuses on the preservation of privacy for sensitive data 

within smart homes. Homomorphic encryption is integrated into the blockchain 

structure to maintain the privacy of sensitive data, which allows computations to be 

performed on encrypted data without the need for decryption. Despite these 

promising developments, the applicability of such techniques depends largely on the 

specific demands and constraints of individual smart home environments. 

Several studies [31][32] have mitigated security concerns with smart devices 

through threat analysis and data storage within the blockchain, and by protecting 

data integrity and availability in smart homes by implementing blockchain at the 

gateway layer. However, these improvements still do not offer effective control over 

users and devices. The study in [33] tackles centralization issues in IoT within smart 

homes by deploying hash chain-based access control, and the work in [34] predict 

users’ behaviors in smart homes using five different prediction algorithms based on 

historical data. Most blockchain-based approaches to solving smart home issues 

often lack fine-grained access control and management between users and devices 

[35][29]. Despite these advancements, the mentioned approaches still fall short in 

providing effective user management, control over devices, complete data 

ownership, and adaptable policy changes under varying situations. The detailed 

comparison is shown in table 1.  
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Table 1: Current Smart Home Solutions 

Title Disadvantages Advantages 

A Lightweight Payment 

Verification Protocol for 

Blockchain Transactions 

on IoT Devices [27] 

- Compatibility with low-

end devices and reduced 

communication and 

processing overhead. 

A Review of Lightweight 

Blockchain Technology 

Implementation to the 

Internet of Things [28] 

Limited block validation, it 

only holds partial 

blockchain histories. 

Reduced computational 

power and storage space, 

and improved scalability 

of IoT data transactions. 

Towards an Optimized 

BlockChain for IoT [29] 

Issues with data 

ownership, fault  

tolerance and latency 

under different network 

conditions. 

Hierarchical structure for 

IoT and Blockchain, 

distributed trust method, 

and reduced validation 

overhead. 

Fusion chain: A 

decentralized lightweight 

blockchain for IOT 

security and privacy [30] 

Issues with latency, 

resilience to attacks, 

scalability, and 

interoperability for 

heterogeneous IoT. 

Leveraging IPFS to reduce 

the size of the blockchain, 

using PBFT consensus for 

lower power consumption, 

and ensuring data privacy 

with PKI. 

HomeChain: A 

Blockchain-Based Secure 

Mutual Authentication 

System for Smart Homes 

[25] 

High computation and 

communication costs. 

Authentication method 

that ensures anonymity, 

traceability, 

confidentiality, and 

resistance to various 

attacks. 

Homomorphic Consortium 

Blockchain for Smart 

Home System Sensitive 

Data Privacy Preserving 

[26] 

- Processing sensitive data 

without revealing the 

original information and 

using distributed 

consensus for efficient 

data access. 

A blockchain-based smart 

home gateway 

architecture for 

preventing data forgery 

[32] 

Does not address 

computational complexity, 

scalability, latency of IoT 

devices, or privacy 

concerns for storing 

sensitive data. 

Countering patch file 

forgery, zero-day attack, 

blockchain 51% attack, 

and DDoS attack. 

Blockchain for IoT 

security and privacy: The 

case study of a smart 

home [35] 

Does not address how to 

handle malicious devices 

in a smart home or the 

scalability of the 

framework. 

Eliminating the need for 

POW, maintaining 

security and privacy, 

ensuring secure access 

control, and providing 

user control and 

auditability of 

transactions. 

Our Approach None Found. Addresses smart home 

security directly. 
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Based on the discussions presented in this chapter, it is evident that 

leveraging parts of blockchain technology, smart contracts, public and private keys, 

and situation-aware access control, could significantly improve smart home security. 

This approach ensures comprehensive data ownership and control for users, 

providing a reliable system for the storage of modification records, access logs, and 

policy amendment histories. Furthermore, it is designed to assign users different 

access permissions tailored to various circumstances, effectively creating a robust 

and versatile system for smart home environments. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ARCHITECTURE OF THE APPROACH 

This chapter discusses the specifics of the smart home environments under 

consideration, elucidating the roles and functions of each entity within these 

environments. The system architecture, as depicted in Figure 2, involves multiple 

entities: Homeowner, IoT devices, Visitors, Public and Private Keys, Local Data 

Storage, and Smart Contracts. 

 

Figure 2: System Architecture of a Smart Home 

● The homeowner possesses the highest level of access privilege, allowing them 

to access device data, define and maintain access control policies, manage 

various IoT devices, and assign roles to users, including visitors. While most 

homeowners are not security professionals and might be unaware of the 

potential vulnerabilities when setting permissions, the default security 

settings are determined by security experts. Homeowners can then modify 

these settings based on their needs. It is beneficial to consult with security 

professionals to prevent potential risks, given their expertise in the field. The 

homeowner also validates user identities, grants permissions according to 

their respective roles, and importantly, holds the private key required for 
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decrypting data, emphasizing their critical role in maintaining the overall 

security of the smart home system. 

● Internet of Things devices play a role, as elements within the smart home 

ecosystem. These tangible devices, connected to the internet, enable 

communication among themselves. Collect valuable data to optimize their 

performance, in meeting residents' requirements. Given their limited 

resources, these IoT devices only store the most recent transactions, while 

older data is transferred to local storage. These devices have defined access 

permissions based on user roles, which are verified through the blockchain 

network using smart contracts. This verification process assesses the identity 

and role of users before permitting interaction, thereby contributing to the 

security and efficiency of the smart home system. 

● Visitors within the smart home ecosystem are categorized into three top 

roles: residents, service providers, and guests, each possessing basic access 

permissions. The homeowner will assign a more specific role under the three 

top roles to give more access permissions. Interaction with IoT devices is 

contingent upon the legitimacy of these access rights, as defined by the 

visitor's role. Upon successful interaction with a device, a record of the event 

is stored within the blockchain, thus maintaining a clear and immutable 

transaction history. 

● Public and private keys are used to encrypt and decrypt data stored on local 

devices before being uploaded to local data storage, as referenced in [36] for 

key generation. Each device has a public key stored within it, and when an 

interaction occurs, this key is used to encrypt the data. If there are changes 

to the key, the homeowner can upload the updated key to the smart home 

system, and all devices will adjust accordingly. 
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● Local data storage preserves all interaction data exchanged between users 

and IoT devices. Given that IoT devices cannot perpetually retain all 

accumulated data, it becomes necessary to transfer and securely store this 

information within a local storage facility.  

 

 The smart contract is a program stored in the blockchain, capable of 

execution based on logical conditions. Within the system model, each transaction can 

trigger the smart contract for tasks like user registration, device registration, 

revoking user permissions, updating access policies, and recording interactions 

between users and devices. It can also dynamically adjust permissions based on the 

circumstances. Every operation performed by the smart contract generates a record, 

which is then uploaded to the blockchain network as a block. These records, marking 

user interactions with the smart home system, offer high reliability and 

transparency. However, the homeowner can only execute actions such as user 

registration, device registration, revoking user permissions, and updating access 

policies. In scenarios where a user seeks to utilize a device or access its data, the 

IoT device communicates this information to the smart contract. The smart contract 

then verifies from the data recorded on the blockchain network whether the user 

possesses the necessary permissions for the requested operation. The pseudocode of 

the algorithms for the smart contracts are shown below.  
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Algorithm 1: Predefined structure of the blockchain: 

DEFINE BLOCKCHAIN_STRUCTURE with fields: 

   Previous_Hash, TimeStamp, Data 

DEFINE ACL with fields: 

   device_identifier, Model, Operating_system, Hardware_feature, device_latitude, 

device_longitude, sensitive_level, role_permissions, Scheduling, Name, Contact, 

user_identifier, role, level, Action, Time_duration 

DEFINE DEVICE with fields: 

   Model, device_identifier,role_permissions,position 

DEFINE USERS with fields: 

   Name, user_identifier, role, level, position 

CREATE an empty list named Blockchain 

 

The initialization phase, invoked by the homeowner for device registration, 

also defines the device's level of sensitivity and identifies the user roles that can 

access it.  

Algorithm 2: Device Initialization 

def initialize_devices(): 

    Initialize more as "1" 

    While more is "1": 

        Display "please enter the device information" 

         

        Prompt user for device model, operating system, hardware feature, latitude 

in the house, longitude in the house, and sensitivity level (0,1,2,3) 

        Prompt user for roles that can access the device data (residents, guest, 

service_provider or leave blank for owner only) and store in permission_input 

         

        If permission_input is empty: 

            Set permission_input to "owner" 

        Else: 

            Add "owner," to the beginning of permission_input 

 

        Generate a unique identifier for the device 

        Set scheduling to "24" 

        Create an ACL data with the provided inputs and additional default values 

        Get the current time in the specified format 

        Create a BLOCKCHAIN_STRUCTURE block with previous hash, current time, 

and the ACL data 

        Append the block to the Blockchain 

 

        Prompt user to add more devices or exit and store choice in more 

        Display the value of more 
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The initialization phase is invoked by the homeowner for user registration. It 

assigns specific roles to users, determining which devices they can access based on 

these assigned roles. 

Algorithm 3: User Initialization 

def initialize_users(): 

    Set more to "1" 

 

    While more equals "1": 

        Prompt the user for their name and contact information 

         

        Generate a unique identifier for the user 

        Prompt the user for their role (residents, guest, service_provider) and store 

it in role 

     

        Set level to "0" 

         

        Create ACL data with default values and the provided inputs 

        Get the current date and time in the specified format 

        Create a BLOCKCHAIN_STRUCTURE block with a previous hash, current time, 

and the ACL data 

        Append the block to the Blockchain 

        Prompt the user to add more users or exit and store the choice in more 

        Display the value of more 

 

Regarding device removal, the system will scan all the blocks to identify 

which devices are accessible within the smart home. Users can then select which 

device they wish to remove. Once chosen, that device will become permanently 

inaccessible after the block information is updated. 

Algorithm 4: Rmove Device 

def remove_devices(): 

    1. Create an empty list called list_devices. 

    2. Iterate over the Blockchain: 

       - If a device is found, store its details in list_devices. 

    3. Create an empty list called list_devices2. 

    4. Identify unique devices from list_devices and store their positions in 

list_devices2. 

    5. Filter out repeated devices from list_devices2 based on the Blockchain. 

    6. Create an empty list called valid. 

    7. Display devices that are not revoked and store their identifiers in valid. 

    8. Ask the user to input a device identifier to revoke. 

    9. If the input identifier matches a valid device: 

       - Create a new record with "revoked" status. 

       - Add the record to the Blockchain. 
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Regarding user removal, the system will scan all the blocks to identify which 

users remain within the smart home system. The homeowner can then select which 

user they wish to remove. Once chosen, the "role" attached to the user will be 

"revoked", ensuring that the user can no longer access any devices. 

Algorithm 5: Remove Users 

def remove_users(): 

    1. Create an empty list called list_users. 

    2. Iterate over the Blockchain: 

       - If a user (not an owner) is found, store its details in list_users. 

    3. Create an empty list called list_users2. 

    4. Identify unique users from list_users and store their positions in list_users2. 

    5. Filter out repeated users from list_users2 based on the Blockchain. 

    6. Create an empty list called valid. 

    7. Display users that are not revoked and store their identifiers in valid. 

    8. Ask the user to input a user identifier to revoke. 

    9. If the input identifier matches a valid user: 

       - Create a new record with "revoked" status. 

       - Add the record to the Blockchain. 
 

For permission checks, whenever users attempt to access any devices, the 

system will verify their role and the permissions associated with it, along with the 

device permissions. If they match, the user can access the device; otherwise, access 

will be denied. 

Algorithm 6: Permission Check 

def permission_check(user,device): 

    Initialize I,check to 0 

    While i is less than the length of roles: 

        If user's role matches the current role in roles: 

            Display "role match" 

            Display user's level and device's sensitive level 

            If user's level is greater than or equal to device's sensitive level: 

                Display "Access granted" 

                Create a new data record to log the interaction 

                Get the current date and time 

                Create a new block with this data and add to the Blockchain 

                Set i to a large number to exit the loop 

                Set check to 1 

            Else: 

                Display "level is not enough" 

                Call the downgrade function with user and device 

        Else If i is at the last role in roles: 

            Display "not right role" 

        Increment i by 1 
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Regarding updating user information, the homeowner can assign a new role 

to the user and either elevate or reduce their permissions to access more or fewer 

devices, respectively. If a user is granted additional roles, they can access some 

devices beyond their initial permissions, but not all, depending on the role, to better 

manage access control. 

Algorithm 7: Update User Information 

def upgrade(): 

    1. Create an empty list named list_users. 

    2. Iterate over the Blockchain: 

       - If a non-owner user is found, store its details in list_users. 

 

    3. Create another empty list named list_users2. 

4. Identify unique users from list_users and store their positions in list_users2. 

 

    5. Filter out repeated users from list_users2 based on the Blockchain. 

 

    6. Create an empty list named valid. 

7. Display users that are not revoked and store their identifiers in valid. 

 

8. Ask the user for an identifier of a user they wish to upgrade and store it in 

id_input. 

 

    9. Iterate over list_users2: 

       - If the input identifier matches a valid user: 

           - Ask if the user permissions should be upgraded or downgraded. 

           - If "up" and not already at max level: 

               - Optionally, assign new roles. 

               - Increase the user's level by 1. 

               - Log this upgrade in the Blockchain. 

           - If "down" and not already at lowest level: 

               - Decrease the user's level by 1. 

               - Log this downgrade in the Blockchain. 

  
 Regarding updating device information, the homeowner can update the roles 

associated with the device and modify the permission level. If a device is initially 

accessible only by residents, the homeowner can extend its accessibility by adding 

an additional role. Consequently, users who may not be residents can still access the 

device if they possess the appropriate permission level. 
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Algorithm 8: Update IoT Device Information 

def update_devices(): 

    1. Create an empty list named list_devices. 

    2. Iterate over the Blockchain: 

       - If a device is found, store its details in list_devices. 

    3. Create another empty list named list_devices2. 

    4. Identify unique devices from list_devices and store their positions in 

list_devices2. 

     

    5. Filter out repeated devices from list_devices2 based on the Blockchain. 

    6. Create an empty list named valid. 

    7. Display devices that are not revoked and store their identifiers in valid. 

    8. Ask the user for an identifier of a device they wish to update and store it in 

id_input. 

    9. Iterate over list_devices2: 

       - If the input identifier matches a valid device: 

           - Ask the user to provide a sensitivity level and store it. 

           - Ask the user for roles that can access the device. 

           - Update the device's properties with the provided values. 

           - Log this update in the Blockchain. 

           - Display a message indicating the device was updated. 

 
The smart contract manages three entities that are initialized when the 

system is deployed. 

1. IoT Device Table: The smart contract oversees a catalog of device identifiers, 

data sensitivity levels, and permissions that dictate which users can access 

the data. Table 2 presents a sample of what this IoT device list may 

resemble. 

Table 2: Example of IoT Device Table 

Ident

ifier 

Device Model Opear

ating 

Syste
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Hard

ware 

Featu

re 

Devic

e 

latitud

e 

Devic

e 
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tive 

Level 
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ns 

Sched

uling 
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Fridge(RF22

N9781SR) 

Tizen 

OS 

Wi-Fi, 

Bluet

ooth, 

speak

ers 

24.81

4657 

1.546

873 

1 owner, 

residents 

24 

hours 

2 Robot 

Vacuum(i755

020) 

iRobot 

propri

etary 

OS 

Came

ra, 

Wi-Fi 

19.27

7960 

22.99

2185 

0 owner,re

sidents 

9:00-

20:00 
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2. User Table: The smart contract supervises a registry of user identifiers and 

the roles assigned to them. Table 3 provides an illustration of a potential user 

list. This assignment of roles dictates the access permissions of users, 

determining the devices they can interact with, the “null” in the 

Time_duration field means the access time is unlimited. 

Table 3: Example of User Table 

Nam

e 

Contact Identifier Role Leve

l 

Action Time_durati

on 

Tom 812-309-8401, 

tom123@gmail.co

m 

80d8e7e0-

10b0-11ee-

a56f-

99f0072232

7b 

guest 0 User 

added 

null 

John 841-420-2441 

John123@gmail.c

om 

c61aba1c-

13bd-11ee-

be56-

0242ac1200

02 

resident

s 

2 User 

remove

d 

null 

 

3. Most Recent Transactions: The smart contract maintains records of the latest 

successful user interactions with devices, and all the old ones are stored in 

local data storage due to the limited resources of IoT devices. A user 

accessing a smart lock to open the front door is considered one such 

interaction. The interaction data, encrypted with the public key, can only be 

decrypted, and viewed using the homeowner's private key. 
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CHAPTER 5 

APPROACH 

This chapter discusses the overall steps for the approach. In Figure 2 consists 

of four integral stages: Initialization, Classify Users, User Registration, and Situation-

Aware Access Control. Building upon the private blockchain foundation by Xue et al. 

[37], the approach in this study expands upon this basis by introducing more finely 

grained access control. Additionally, it ensures adaptability to accommodate varying 

user needs. Figure 3 shows the summary of the overall steps in the approach. 

Figure 3: Overall Steps 

1. Creating the genesis block, registering a mixture of IoT devices, deploying the 

smart contract, and encrypting all the data are covered in detail in Step1. 

2. Defining general access permissions for residents, service providers, and 

guests. Discussing more specific roles for individual users. Additionally, 

exploring how sensitivity levels correspond to access permissions. The details 

can be found in Step 2. 

3. Registering users on the blockchain network, assigning roles associated with 

access permissions, managing large groups of people, and encrypting all data 

stored in the devices. The details can be found in Step 3. 

4. Regarding Time, devices operate automatically based on set schedules and 

restrict access outside of designated hours. For Location, users can only 
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access devices within specified areas. Conditional Access adjusts user 

permissions. Unauthorized device access leads to reduced permissions, while 

demonstrated trustworthiness may lead to upgrade permissions. In terms of 

Environmental considerations, the smart home is equipped with a backup 

power source to respond during natural disasters or power outages. All 

interactions between devices and users are encrypted and recorded, with 

more details available in Step 4 on explaining Time, Location, Conditional, 

and Environmental. 

Step 1: Initialization 

The structure of the blockchain setup is depicted in Figure 4, and n ∈ N. A 

private blockchain is implemented to enable secure storage and interactions among 

devices. During the initialization phase, the homeowner will be the genesis block by 

registering the name, contact information, assigning a unique ID, role, and sensitive 

level; the subsequent blocks will consist of a mixture of IoT devices. Each device has 

a unique identifier and a device profile that includes characteristics such as the 

device model, operating system, available hardware features, and the device's 

physical location (expressed in latitude and longitude). Upon registration to the 

blockchain network, these devices are considered trusted, thereby excluding all 

unregistered devices from participating in the smart home environment. The 

homeowner will deploy the smart contract, as shown in algorithms 1-8, on the 

blockchain. These algorithms make it easier to add and remove devices and users, 

update device and user information, and verify permissions associated with users 

and devices. Once the homeowner block and the device blocks have been added to 

the blockchain network, the plaintext data contained in the devices will be encrypted 

using the homeowner's public key. To view the plaintext, one would require the 

homeowner's private key. 
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Figure 4: Blockchain Infrastructure 

Step 2: Classify Users 

 During this phase, the homeowner will undertake several tasks including 

identifying user roles, categorizing device types, defining permissions for each role, 

implementing rules in the smart contract for automation, and updating these rules to 

accommodate the dynamic nature of devices, users, and environments. Table 4 

illustrates some possible types of users.  

Table 4: User Classifications 

Residents Service Providers Guest 
Children Maintenance & Repair Frequent Visitors 

Adult Residents Housekeepers Occasional Guests 
Teenager Gardeners Event Attendees 
Elderly Homecare Professionals Overnight Guests 

…. …. …. 
 

First, the homeowner will identify the user roles that will interact with the 

smart home system. The three major roles are residents, service providers, and 

guests. Each of these roles serves as the basis for determining access rights and 

restrictions, and they can have some subcategories to define more precise access 
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permissions for users. Below is a breakdown of common permissions for each user 

role and some subcategories: 

● Residents: They can access all the devices defined at sensitivity levels ranging 

from 0 (non-sensitive) to 1 (low-sensitive) and have limited access to level 3 

(medium-sensitive). 

- Adult and Elderly: Live in the home and might have slightly restricted 

access compared to the homeowner. 

- Teenagers: Restricted access to certain devices or areas, no access to 

liquor cabinets. 

- Children: Have access to their own rooms' devices and some common 

areas only. Restrictions could be set on the internet, TV content, etc. 

● Service Providers: They have access to specific devices necessary to perform 

their tasks, as well as a limited set of device data such as diagnostics, 

maintenance history, or configuration settings. Their default access level is 

the same as the guest level.  

- Maintenance & Repair: Individuals like plumbers, or HVAC technicians. 

They have temporary access to specific devices or areas they need to 

work on. 

- Housekeepers and Gardeners: Regular cleaning staff who can access 

most areas but no access to personal devices or some private areas. 

- Homecare Professionals: Access to medical devices and certain areas 

of the house. 

● Guests: They have limited access to the smart home system, with control 

over devices in common areas or guest rooms. They can only access devices 

defined at sensitivity level 0 (non-sensitive) and have limited access to level 1 

(low-sensitive). Their access time is often restricted. 
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- Frequent Visitors: They are more close friends or family, have more 

access than a typical guest. 

- Event Attendees and Occasional Guests: For parties or other events, 

only have access to common areas and no bedrooms or private 

spaces. 

- Overnight Guests: Temporary access to guest rooms and related 

devices. 

In the second step, devices and data types are categorized based on their 

sensitivity and significance. This crucial step helps assign the right permissions to 

each role, ensuring data security. Below is a breakdown of the data classification 

based on sensitivity: 

● Non-sensitive Data: This refers to data that, if disclosed, would not pose any 

harm or risk to the individuals involved. 

● Low Sensitivity Data: This category includes data that is not overly sensitive 

but is not intended for public viewing. 

● Medium Sensitivity Data: Unauthorized access to this data type could 

potentially disrupt the household or reveal more detailed behavior patterns. 

● High Sensitivity Data: Disclosure of this data could cause substantial harm. 

 

The three roles are the basic default levels, and sub-categories provide 

narrower levels. Additional categories can be added based on the homeowner's 

needs. The third part involves defining permissions. Based on the outcomes of the 

previous two steps, the homeowner can specify permissions associated with each 

role. This includes determining which devices residents, service providers or guests 

can control and the type of data they can access. 
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 Once user roles and rules are defined, they are encoded into the blockchain's 

smart contracts, ensuring the automatic enforcement of access control policies. 

Lastly, in response to the evolving nature of the smart home environment, the 

homeowner will update the rules to accommodate new devices, users, or changing 

circumstances. This allows the smart home system to adapt to meet the 

homeowner's needs continually. 

Step 3: User Registration 

In the initial setup of the smart home system, user accounts are created for 

each individual requiring access. Each account includes the user's name, contact 

information, and a unique identifier for differentiation. After setting up these 

accounts, the homeowner may assign additional roles to users that are subcategories 

of the three primary roles, based on their relationship with the homeowner. 

Homeowners also designate a sensitivity level for device access to users. If the 

duration of permissions is marked as "null," it implies that the user's access time is 

unlimited. Users are restricted to interacting with devices beyond their permissions, 

promoting a safe and efficient smart home setup. After registering all users, their 

data is stored in blocks on the blockchain network. Devices encrypt the data using 

the homeowner's public key to maintain confidentiality. To decrypt the ciphertext, 

the homeowner's private key is necessary. 

In situations where a large group of people is expected for a party or event, 

the homeowner will establish a general access permission, categorized under roles 

such as "guest" or "event attendees," as described in Step 2. Upon the arrival of the 

attendees, the homeowner will assign this general role to them, granting access to 

common devices within the house. The access duration, as defined by the 

homeowner in the smart contract, will ensure that the system automatically revokes 

their roles after the event, in parameter with the specified "Time_duration". All 
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interactions will be logged, and any necessary adjustments to permissions will be 

made, as detailed in Step 4. 

Step 4: Situation-Aware Access Control 

S-AC adopts user access privileges in response to various factors and 

conditions. Prior studies, such as [38], have focused on automating the creation of 

situation-awareness agents for service-based systems. Other research efforts have 

explored capturing temporal and logical relationships among contexts and situations 

to better analyze and coordinate services [39], providing both developmental and 

runtime support for context acquisition, situation analysis, and action scheduling 

[40], as well as establishing and maintaining situation-aware access control for 

safeguarding private information in service advertisements and requests [41]. 

Collectively, these advancements improved the smart home user experience. There 

are four main parts: location, time, conditions, and environment. In the smart home 

environment, everyone wears a pin that tracks their physical location in the house. 

Below is a breakdown of each condition: 

● Time: Devices can automatically be triggered based on the scheduling. The 

entertainment systems will be forbidden during school hours or bedtime to 

ensure children's focus on academics or rest. The following demonstrates that 

devices can only be triggered during the time of the day. 

U: A set of all users in the smart home environment 

D:A set of all devices in the smart home environment 

T: A set of all possible time intervals during which device can be triggered.  

Q: U x D -> {T,F}: This represents if the user has permission to access the device or 

not.  

R: D x T -> {T,F}: This represents the device is accessible during that time interval.  
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P: U x D x T -> {T,F}: This represents the user has permission to access the device 

during the specified time interval.  

P(u,d,t) = Q(u,d)  Λ  R(d,t): This represents, a user “u” has permission to access a 

device “d” specified by time interval “t” if and only if the user has permission to 

access the device and it is in the specified time.    

∀d ∈ D, ヨt ∈ T| R(d,t) The meaning of this is that every device has at least a one-

time interval during which it can be triggered. 

∀u ∈ U, ヨd ∈ D | Q(u,d): This represents for every user, there exists at least one 

device that the user has permission to access.  

∀d ∈ D, ヨu ∈ U | Q(u,d): This represents for every device, there exists at least one 

user who has permission to access that device.  

● Location: These rules regulate access within the smart home, either 

permitting or denying entry to designated areas. The following illustrates that 

devices can be accessed only in specific areas of the house. 

U, D, and Q remain the same.  

L1 = Longitude, L2 = Latitude: This represents the set of all possible longitude and 

latitude coordinates.  

R: D x L1 x L2 -> {T,F}: This maps device and location to true or false, represents if 

device is in the specific location or not for access.  

P: U x D x L1 x L2 -> {T,F}: This represents the user has permission to access the 

device at that specific location. 

P(u,d,l1,l2) = Q(u,d) Λ R(d,l1,l2): This represents, a user ‘u’ has permission to 

access a device ‘d’ at a location specified by longitude ‘l1’ and latitude ‘l2’ if and only 

if the user has permission to access the device and it is in the specified location.    
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∀d ∈ D, ヨl1 ∈ L1, ヨl2 ∈ L2 | R(d,l1,l2): This represents for every device, there exists 

at least one location where the device can be found.  

∀u ∈ U, ヨd ∈ D | Q(u,d): This represents for every user, there exists at least one 

device that the user has permission to access.  

∀d ∈ D, ヨu ∈ U | Q(u,d): This represents for every device, there exists at least one 

user who has permission to access that device.  

The definition stays the same for the below:  

∀u ∈ U, ヨd ∈ D | Q(u,d) 

∀d ∈ D, ヨu ∈ U | Q(u,d) 

● Conditional Access: If users attempt to access something they should not, 

and the access permission of the device exceeds the user's granted 

permissions, the device will send this information to the smart contract. The 

contract will then automatically downgrade the user's sensitivity level 

permission by one to prevent any further malicious behavior. If the action 

was accidental, the homeowner can restore the permission to its previous 

state. Moreover, if the homeowner believes the individual is trustworthy, that 

user's sensitivity level access permission can be elevated by one. The 

following demonstrates how elevating and downgrading permissions work. 

U and D remain the same.   

O: The owner of the house. 

T(U) denotes trustworthiness of user U, T(U) = 1, User is trustworthy by O, T(U) = 0 

otherwise. 

P(U) represents the permission level of  U, ranging from 0 (non-sensitive access) to 

3 (high sensitive access) 
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A(U, D) represents the action of U attempting to access device D. 

S(D) represents the sensitivity of device D, ranging from 0 (non-sensitive) to 3 (high 

sensitivity). 

 

If O thinks U is trustworthy, T(U) will be set to 1, and when this happens, the 

permission level of user U will be incremented by 1, however P(U) cannot exceed 3, 

as shown below: 

T(U)=1 -> P(U)=P(U)+1, P(U) ≤ 3 

If U attempts to access a device D that they should not (i.e., the permission level 

P(U) is less than the sensitivity level of the device, S(D)), then the permission level 

of user U, P(U), is decreased by one. However, P(U) cannot go below 0, as shown 

below: 

A(U,D)∧P(U)<S(D) -> P(U)=P(U)−1, P(U) ≥ 0  

● Environmental-based access:  As for external factors, it will be demonstrated 

with real life scenarios. In the house with multiple residents, they will often 

want to use the same device at the same time. Thus, access permissions will 

be altered based on a predefined schedule or on a first-come, first-served 

basis.  

U and D remain the same  

E = Event Access Time, which can be a specific time instance when a user tries to 

access a device. 

Assuming all users have access to the devices 

t(u,d,e) represents a user “u” accessing a device “d” at a specific event access time 

“e”. 
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∀u,u’ ∈ U, ∀d ∈ D, ∀e ∈ E  if t(u,d,e)  < t(u’,d,e), u has priority over u’. This 

represents if user “u” accessed device “d” at an earlier time than user “u’” did, then 

“u” is given priority over “u’” for accessing the device. 

Power outages and natural disasters are also considered by the smart home 

system. In the scenario of disasters, the essential security features of the smart 

home need to remain operational for an extended period of time. With crucial 

devices such as security cameras, alarms, fire safety equipment, and others, the 

system comes packed with a backup power supply in order to cope with the resulting 

issues of power outages. The backup power supply relies mostly on batteries. In the 

event of natural disasters, all the sensors around the house will detect potential 

threats and alert the homeowner. Hazards such as short circuits can arise due to 

flooding, and to prevent this, the main water or power supply will shut down. 

Additionally, alerts will be sent to emergency services to get quick assistance. All the 

devices will come with integrated safety protocols, for instance, if a smoke detector 

is activated when no one is at home, it can send alerts to both the homeowner's 

phone and local fire departments to handle such issues. 

In real-world scenarios of situation-aware access control, the system, 

recognizing it is 7 a.m. from its internal clock, prompts the bedroom's smart blinds 

to open, allowing sunlight to rouse the residents. Children in the house have their 

wake-up time set a bit later, at 8 a.m. For location-based access, the homeowner's 

pin detects his/her location within the house. If the homeowner goes for a morning 

jog, the system, noting the owner's absence, locks all doors and activates the 

security system. In the afternoon, when the kids return from school, they each 

access the snack drawer once. The system then locks it for the day to ensure each 

child only gets one snack. If the homeowner hosts a book club, friends are assigned 

the "book_reading" role under the guest category with access from 16:00-18:00. 
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When guests arrive, they can ring the bell, and the door will automatically grant 

entry. For nighttime conditional access, the kids' permissions are restricted due to 

bedtime. If the homeowner returns late and triggers the security alarm, it can be 

deactivated via their phone. However, this event is logged by the system, which then 

resets the security status. 
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CHAPTER 6 

INNOVATIONS OF OUR APPROACH 

In this chapter I will talk about the advancements in my research. It involves 

implementing access control and adjusting user permissions based on situations. I'll 

explain how these changes are successfully integrated into the blockchain network 

emphasizing their impact on the performance and security of the system. 

5.1 Fine-Grained Access Control 

 The approach in this study demonstrated how to use blockchain to handle 

situation awareness in smart homes. This is achieved by leveraging roles to 

designate user accessibility, coupled with sensitivity levels that outline which user 

roles can interact with devices. These aspects are primarily governed by the Smart 

Contract, which stores the IoT Device Table and User Table data. This repository of 

information empowers homeowners with the ability to customize device particulars, 

update device-associated policies, and amend user access permissions depending on 

the roles they've been assigned. 

During the system initialization phase, when the homeowner assimilates 

devices and users into the smart home environment, they simultaneously instantiate 

users' access permissions. This is accomplished by attributing specific roles to each 

user that align directly with the predetermined access policy. In circumstances where 

the homeowner wishes to update any device or user access permissions, the process 

is straightforward. This can be done by invoking the upgrade() and update_devices() 

functionalities. If the homeowner wants to update the profile information, they 

should invoke remove_users() and remove_devices() before reintroducing them into 

the system. This ensures that the modifications are accurately reflected within the 

smart home setup. 
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5.2 Adjust Under Various Circumstances 

 The approach showcases innovative robust adaptability to a diverse array of 

conditions, including time (devices can be automatically triggered based on the time 

of day), location (devices activate in response to user presence), conditional access 

(updating users' access permissions), and environmental factors (responding to 

external changes), effectively modifying user permissions as needed. Upon the 

integration of all devices and users into the smart home system by the homeowner, 

their respective information becomes securely stored within the blockchain network 

structure. When users want to engage with IoT devices, the device initiates a request 

to the smart contract. This request serves to verify whether they hold the requisite 

permissions, as informed by the data residing in the blockchain network. If they 

possess the necessary authorization, the smart contract will grant access and 

simultaneously record the interaction within the blockchain network. If users lack 

sufficient permissions, the smart contract will downgrade the user's permission to 

prevent any possible malicious interactions. The smart contract will record such 

actions in the blockchain network, and the homeowner will be notified. If it turns out 

to be an accident, then the homeowner can restore the permission and temporarily 

grant permission for a specific duration to that user to access the device if the 

homeowner believes he or she is trustworthy. 

 By utilizing the blockchain structure for storing device information, user 

details, access logs, and modifications to access permissions, all this information is 

securely safeguarded, thus creating an immutable, transparent, and timestamped 

record of the actions performed. By merging situation-based access control with 

blockchain technology, a more secure smart home environment is created, offering 

users improved control over their devices. 
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CHAPTER 7 

AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 

In this chapter, an example is presented to illustrate how to overall approach 

for improving smart home security by using blockchain and situation awareness 

access control. I will use multiple residents living environments in smart homes as an 

example.  

 Consider a smart home with four users: Uo, Uf, Ug, and Us. These users 

operate various devices, including a smart lighting system, security camera, smart 

thermostat, smart lock, window sensors, alarm, and sprinkler system. In this 

scenario, Uo is the homeowner with sensitive level as “3”, responsible for overseeing 

everything. The smart lighting system adjusts lights based on the time of day and 

room illumination. The security camera provides live feed access to users. The 

thermostat adjusts the temperature automatically. The smart lock can be locked and 

unlocked remotely. The window sensors, alarm, and sprinkler system serve as 

fundamental components of the home security environment. The approach works 

well for all kinds of smart devices, from lights and speakers to printers, home hubs, 

fans, and entertainment systems. All these smart devices require a user-initiated 

request for access or control. Each device will provide feedback to the user, whether 

in the form of requested data or device status. The deployment of blockchain and a 

smart contract determines user access to these devices. 

 The homeowner, Uo, is initialized and acts as the genesis block in the 

blockchain, following the Step 1 for Initialization. Uo triggers initialize_devices() to 

add all the devices. Uo sets the smart lighting system to be accessible by everyone, 

while the smart thermostat, alarm, window sensors, smart lock, and sprinkler system 

are made accessible only to the homeowner and residents. The security camera is 

only accessible to the owner. Service providers can access relevant devices when 
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providing service. Uo sets the data sensitivity levels: 0 for the smart lighting system, 

3 for the security camera and smart lock, and 2 for the smart thermostat, alarm, 

window sensors, and sprinkler system. Following Step 2, User Classification of the 

overall approach, Uo assigns permissions to each role, determining access based on 

data sensitivity levels. Once defined, this information is stored in the blockchain for 

verification when users request device use or data access. 

To register Uf, Ug, and Us in Step 3, User Registration, three requests are 

sent to add them as users to the blockchain by invoking initialize_users(), after 

which the homeowner assigns them roles as residents, guests, or service providers 

alone with sensitive level as “0”. Following user and device initialization, Uo can add 

more users or devices by invoking initialize_devices(), initialize_users(), 

remove_users(), and remove_devices() as needed. The user table and IoT device 

table created in this example are shown in Table 5 and Table 6. Uf is registered as a 

residents, Ug as a guest, and Us as a service provider. Therefore, their device access 

is based on the roles previously described. 

Table 5: Illustrative Example of IoT Device Table 
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33.41

5422 

-

112.4

21905 

3 owner 24 

hours 

47bf37c

3-1acd-

40a3-

Learni

ng 

Ther

Googl

e 

sensors 33.41

5436 

-

112.4

21980 

2 owner, 

residents,joh

n 

24 

hours 
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91f6-

47d066

79ec81 

mosta

t 

Nest 

OS 

7bb0ae

42-

f301-

47e3-

99e4-

d892ec

92adff 

Smart 

Lock  

N/A Bluetoo

th, Wi-

Fi 

DoorSe

nse 

sensor 

33.41

5471 

-

112.4

21910 

3 owner, 

residents,joh

n 

24 

hours 

43c6f11

5-a419-

4be9-

b57c-

d26cfcf

1e5e8 

Alarm 

Syste

m  

N/A Sensors

, Wi-Fi, 

Alarm ,

remote 

control 

33.41

5445 

-

112.4

21857 

3 owner, 

residents 

24 

hours 

b3c4aef

7-acdf-

4a90-

ab68-

265073

910e69 

Sprin

kler 

Syste

m 

Embe

dded 

OS 

Sensors

, Wi-Fi, 

Water 

sprinkle

rs 

33.41

5422 

-

112.4

21883 

3 owner, 

residents 

24 

hours 

da75f50

1-62e2-

467d-

82d3-

f3705a3

9830b 

Windo

w 

Senso

rs 

N/A Sensors

, 

Bluetoo

th 

33.41

5462 

-

112.4

21980 

3 owner, 

residents 

24 

hours 

 

Table 6: Illustrative Example of User Table 

Nam

e 

Contact Identifier Role Leve

l 

Actio

n 

Time_ 

duratio

n 

Uo 818-293-4152, 

Uo123@gmail.co

m 

dfbd3f18-

5b70-

4c8d-

a447 

owner 3 User 

adde

d 

null 

Uf 841-231-2001 

Uf123@gmail.co

m 

6262b2ec

-e9d3-

4f61-

90e9 

residents 0 User 

adde

d 

null 

Ug 526-243-2061 

Ug123@gmail.co

m 

d7cbc3a4

-e02d-

44b6-

baa4 

guest 0 User 

adde

d 

null 

Us 126-632-2119 

Us123@gmail.co

m 

cf4755eb

-e18f-

4f7f-bd54 

service_provider,jo

hn 

0 User 

adde

d 

null 
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Once all devices and users are registered, the homeowner can define more 

specific roles and extend permissions to the users based on specific circumstances as 

explained in Step 2. Consider a scenario where a guest is invited to stay overnight. 

Under normal conditions, this guest would not have any permission to access the 

devices in the room. However, given their overnight stay, the homeowner assigns a 

role called “overnight” and grants them permission to use the devices in their 

assigned bedroom, while denying access to devices in other residents' rooms. 

Similarly, if a service provider is called in to repair devices in the house, the 

homeowner will assign a specific role with specific access to the door locks and 

relevant devices necessary for their task. However, if the service provider attempts 

to access devices unrelated to their job, the smart contract will check if their role 

matches or not, then downgrade their sensitive level access permission and notify 

the homeowner. 

 In this scenario, assume that Uo and Uf are away from home when Uo 

arranges for a service provider to repair the thermostat system. The service 

provider, Us, arrives at the house but lacks the necessary permissions to access the 

lock and enter. The homeowner can remotely assign him a specific role called “john” 

and elevate the sensitive level access permission in that service provider's profile, 

which has previously been entered into the blockchain. Then, the homeowner can 

update the devices to allow “john” to access them, enabling him to unlock the door. 

This interaction is recorded as a block in the blockchain. If the service provider is not 

on the blockchain network for any reason, Uo or Uf can remotely remove the old 

data and enter the new service provider's information into the blockchain. This is 

done by calling the functions remove_users() and initialize_users(), updating Us's 

information. In Step 4, Us needs access to the smart thermostat and related devices 

for repair. Initially, he can access the thermostat, but related devices, defaulted for 
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homeowners and residents, are off-limits. However, he can request the homeowner 

to grant additional access permissions by adding a “john” role to the devices. This 

access is granted only for the duration of the service and will be time limited.  

In terms of time, the system first verifies if the service provider's visit falls 

within the service time frame. If it does, the system moves on to check permissions. 

However, if it falls outside of the service time frame, access to all devices is denied 

and the Us permissions are revoked through the function remove_users(). The 

system checks whether the role matches and if the sensitivity level is equal to or 

greater than the device's sensitivity level. If the roles do not match, even with 

sufficient sensitivity level access permission, it is rejected. If the roles do match, but 

the sensitivity level is lower than the device's level, the service provider’s level is 

downgraded and recorded in the blockchain network. 

In another scenario, both Uo and Uf are at home, and Uo invites Ug for 

dinner. Prior to Ug's arrival, Uo enters the guest information, and the smart contract 

will automatically execute the function initialize_users(). This action adds the guest's 

information to the blockchain network. Upon the guest's arrival at the entrance, the 

smart contract will check the person's information with that stored in the blockchain 

to verify identity, subsequently assigning the person a guest role for a specified 

duration. With this role assigned, the smart contract notifies Uo or Uf of the guest's 

arrival, enabling them to unlock the door. Within the house, Ug can only access 

common area devices typically located in shared spaces like the living room, kitchen, 

and restrooms. These devices can be utilized by all occupants and include appliances 

like smart lights, smart TVs, smart locks for restrooms, entertainment systems, 

hairdryers, and more. While Ug can interact with these devices, they cannot access 

any device not defined in the role, nor can they access devices beyond sensitivity 

level 0. 
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After dinner, Uf invites Ug to stay overnight, and the smart contract calls the 

functions update_devices() to update device information. This is done by adding 

"overnight" in the device “role_permissionst" and adding “overnight” in Ug’s “role”. 

All these are recorded as blocks in the blockchain. Now, Ug can access the guest 

room and the devices in the room, but still cannot access any device with a 

sensitivity level beyond their current sensitivity level. During the night, if Ug wants 

to use the hairdryer but Uo also wants to use it, the smart contract grants 

permission based on a first-come-first-serve basis. If Ug wants to use the 

entertainment system in the living room during the night, even though Ug has 

sufficient permissions, the smart contract also considers the time and the event fact. 

As using the entertainment system late in the evening could potentially disturb other 

residents due to the noise, the smart contract calls the functions update_devices() 

for the entertainment system to remove all roles in the "role_permissionst" except 

for the owner. This modification is also recorded in the blockchain network. Once it is 

daytime again, the smart contract updates the permissions and reinstates them. On 

the following day, when Ug leaves, the smart contract calls the function 

remove_users() to remove Ug's permissions and update_devices() to remove the 

“overnight” role. This revocation is recorded as described in Step 4. 

 Let's envision a situation where Ug begins to act maliciously during the stay, 

aiming to change the sensitivity level of the security camera data to "0", thus 

allowing universal access. To achieve this, Ug would have to modify all the previous 

hash values stored in each block of the blockchain network. This task becomes 

exponentially difficult as the size of the network increases, making the computational 

cost of such an attack steep. Even if Ug succeeds in changing previous hash values 

and lowers the sensitivity level to "0", any data they can access is still encrypted. 

Despite having the required permissions, Ug does not have Uo's private key needed 
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to decrypt the data. So, they cannot read any information, ensuring the security of 

the smart home is preserved. 
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CHAPTER 8 

EVALUATION 

This chapter takes a detailed look at the practical efficiency of the framework 

in smart home environments. It examines its robustness, scalability, and adaptability 

under varying circumstances, along with how the smart contract adjusts to different 

situations. The framework's capabilities are evaluated through simulations and 

comparisons with existing solutions, highlighting its ability to manage complex 

permissions, maintain data transparency, and respect user autonomy. This 

comprehensive evaluation serves to not only affirm the theoretical significance of the 

framework but also to ascertain its real-world applicability. 

7.1 Prototype Execution  

 To evaluate the operation of the smart contracts, I created a prototype of the 

smart home blockchain system on an Ubuntu 21.10 machine with 2 cores and 8GB of 

RAM using Python. I prepared all the information regarding devices and users to be 

stored in the blockchain. Following the deployment of the smart contract, I employed 

a Python script to assess operational complexity across various trials with extensive 

input. Nevertheless, as block sizes increase, time estimation becomes challenging. 

The outcomes, derived from the logical steps and the complexity of the procedure, 

are presented in Table 7. 

Table 7: Process Timing for Smart Contract Algorithms 

 initializa

tion 

initilize_

user 

revoke_d

evice 

revoke_

user 

permission_

check 

all_us

ers 

all_devi

ces 

Proc

ess 

Timi

ng 

Low Low Low Low Medium Low Low 

 

Utilizing the same machine, I also measured the time taken for each 

encryption and decryption process, as well as the time taken for hashing with 

previous blocks. The encryption process is used prior to IoT devices uploading data 
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into the blockchain, utilizing a public key to secure the data. As for decryption, 

whenever users wish to access data and their requests are approved, the 

homeowner's private key is used to decrypt the ciphertext. Based on the complexity 

of the process and the logical steps, the results are presented in Table 8 below. 

Table 8: Process Timing for Cryptographic Operations 

 Encryption Decryption Hashing Previous 

Block 

Process Timing Low Low Low 

 

Regarding the overall approach, this being a situation-awareness-based 

access control, the total time taken for each situation condition is displayed in Table 

9 below. Note that the time for location, timing, condition, and event factors are not 

included for users to request data or get the result sent back to the user. The 

runtime of less intensive operations has been disregarded, and as all the rules are 

preconfigured, the setup time is also omitted as it does not affect the system's 

regular usage.  

Table 9: Process Timing for Situation-Aware Analysis  

 Location Time Condition Event 

Process Timing Low Low Medium Medium 

Process Timing 

Maximum 

Medium Medium High High 

Process Timing 

Minimum 

Low Low Low Low 

 

From the conducted simulations, it is evident that the proposed method can 

manage both small and large smart home environments with several residents. The 

block parameters, encompassing comprehensive device and user details, ensure 

adaptability across varied scenarios. As block sizes grow, the time complexity 

remains relatively moderate. This is primarily because IoT devices offload data to 

local storage, thereby optimizing storage needs. The design effectively addresses 

security concerns, with more specifics to be discussed in the subsequent section. 
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7.2 Comparison of Smart Home Solutions 

In this section, I will compare the overall costs of my approach with those of 

other smart home system solutions. Although my method is more time-consuming 

compared to the conventional username and password-based authentication, it offers 

more robust security and control. Due to the chain-like transaction structure of the 

blockchain, the initialization of devices, role assignment to users, information 

updates under different conditions, and permission checks will have more 

computation power. However, each operation only takes a few seconds, resulting in 

a minimal delay in smart home system transactions.  

While signature-based authentication offers a higher level of security than 

username and password authentication, it is associated with high computational 

costs and is not universally compatible with all smart home environments. The time 

and computational expenses inherent to the blockchain structure can be deemed 

worthwhile considering the control it offers over device management, data 

protection, transparency between user and IoT device interactions, data 

immutability, and fine-grained access control under various circumstances. 

While my framework is more complex than the traditional username and 

password or signature-based approach, it ensures heightened security. It offers 

additional features such as reliable data transaction records and automatic 

permission adjustment under different conditions. Compared to existing solutions, 

the significant features of our approach are shown in Table 10. We employ a 

qualitative representation for clarity, elucidating how our approach fulfills all requisite 

features while others might fall short. Due to the potential enormity of blocks, 

accurately measuring cost and energy consumption can be challenging. 
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Table 10: Comparison of Approach to Smart Home Environments 

 [21] 

[22] 

Passwo

rd 

[25] 

HomeChain 

Blockchain 

Authenticati

on 

[26] 

Homomorp

hic 

Blockchain 

[31] 

[32] 

Blockcha

in 

Gateway 

[37] 

Blockcha

in 

Access 

control 

Our 

Approa

ch 

Data 

Ownership 

No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Access 

Policy 

No No No No No Yes 

Adjust 

Permission

s 

No No No No No Yes 

Auditability No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Transparen

cy 

No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Immutabilit

y 

No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 

Data ownership empowers users with control over their own data or 

information. The dynamic access policy and adaptive permissions, in the approach, 

enable fine-grained control for different users and IoT devices, adjusting their 

permissions under varying circumstances for added convenience. In contrast, other 

methods do not provide such flexibility - they neither adjust access permissions in 

response to different situations nor record modifications of permission changes or 

interactions between users and smart devices. 

One more thing is that my strategy offers the blockchain’s inherent 

auditability, transparency, and immutability, which is essential for monitoring all 

transactions between users and IoT devices. This protects the accuracy of data 

records and helps manage security events as they happen in environments like 

smart homes. By identifying the affected device, the most recent user, the incident's 

timing, and the accessed information, homeowners can quickly pinpoint the cause of 

a problem. 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Improving the security of data generated by IoT devices and managing these 

devices effectively is crucial for improving smart home security. In this thesis, an 

approach is presented to achieve fine-grained access control within smart home 

ecosystems, leveraging the integration of private blockchain technology and 

situational awareness. The use of blockchain fosters transparency and instills а 

robust, unalterable framework for data exchange. Through the implementation of 

smart contracts, processes are streamlined, roles are effectively assigned to users, 

and permissions tied to each role are adapted responsively to circumstances. The 

data shared between users and IoT devices are encrypted before being uploaded to 

the blockchain. This methodology offers two layers of defense: one by storing 

transaction data in a blockchain network, and another by using cryptographic keys to 

encrypt the data. These measures significantly improves overall security while 

providing an intelligent, real-time adaptive response to various circumstances. 

 For future research, there is a vast spectrum of domains to delve into, aiming 

to refine and optimize the system in several areas. Foremost, handling the increased 

system complexity is paramount to maintain superior performance while ensuring 

minimal latency. With the escalating concerns regarding data protection, there is a 

compelling need to probe deeper into advanced data security methodologies. 

Techniques such as differential privacy, homomorphic encryption, and zero-

knowledge proofs offer promising solutions to improve the blockchain's inherent 

security features. Moreover, as networks become more complicated, there is 

potential in analyzing network behavior and architecture to further streamline data 

flow. On the forefront of technological evolution, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and 

Machine Learning (ML) stand out. Incorporating these can greatly augment 
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situational awareness in smart home environments. By harnessing the predictive and 

analytical capabilities of ML and AI, we can improve the precision of situation 

detection and access control decisions. Additionally, evaluating the physical security 

of devices and the infrastructure, and integrating robust AI-driven algorithms can 

mitigate vulnerabilities. In summary, the amalgamation of advanced encryption 

methods, sophisticated network analysis, and the prowess of AI and ML will be 

central to future explorations. 
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